This paper seeks evidence on these rationales and more generally on which measures of consumer price inflation yield better predictions of future inflation. Section 1 of the paper reviews the differences between the PCE and CPI. Monthly changes in the CPI are more variable than changes in the PCE price index, but both inflation measures can be quite volatile. Section 2 looks at the volatility of the subcomponents of both measures and describes the most popular candidates for underlying inflation, comparing their volatility to that of the corresponding total inflation measure. Section 3 compares the accuracy of forecasts using the common measures of underlying inflation with forecasts using only the total inflation measure itself. For these comparisons, we update and extend to additional inflation measures the analysis of Blinder and Reis (2005) , which found that current core CPI inflation (i.e., CPI less food and energy) is a better predictor of future total CPI inflation than is current total CPI inflation itself. The additional measures of inflation we examine include CPI inflation less energy, monthly personal consumption expenditures (PCE) inflation, monthly core PCE inflation, the Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland's weighted median CPI, and the Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas's trimmed-mean PCE. As in Blinder and Reis (2005) , we present root-mean-squared forecast errors (RMSEs) for the various forecasting models to compare their out-of-sample forecasting accuracy, but unlike Blinder and Reis, we perform tests to determine whether differences in MSEs across the models are statistically significant. Section 4 goes beyond the analysis of Blinder and Reis (2005) by combining components of both the CPI and the PCE to forecast the total inflation measures. We combine the components in two ways. First, we include components of both the CPI and PCE directly in the baseline forecasting model. Second, we estimate latent dynamic factors of inflation using corresponding components of the CPI and PCE and include these latent factors in the baseline forecasting model. Section 5 presents tests of the robustness of our results using real-time data for the PCE, which, unlike the CPI, undergoes a series of revisions. Section 6 compares our results with other results in the literature, and Section 7 summarizes our findings.
We find that core inflation, which omits food and energy prices, is less volatile than total inflation, but the reduced volatility comes from omitting the energy components. Several components of the CPI exhibit higher volatility than food prices. And an index that omits food and energy prices demonstrates slightly more volatility than a measure that omits only the energy components and retains the food components. We find that core CPI outperforms total CPI as a predictor of total CPI inflation as indicated by root-mean-squared errors (RMSEs), but there is not a statistically significant improvement in forecast accuracy. The same is true for CPI less energy. Contrary to what is often posited, total PCE inflation outperforms core PCE inflation as a predictor of total PCE inflation as indicated by RMSEs, although the difference is not statistically significant. Perhaps not surprisingly, we find that using final revised data as opposed to preliminary data can yield statistically significant better forecasts. More surprising, we find that while this is true for forecast horizons up to one year, it is not necessarily true for longer horizons.
Perhaps most important, we find that including PCE inflation when forecasting CPI inflation and including CPI inflation when forecasting PCE inflation significantly improves the accuracy of the forecasting model for horizons up to one year. This suggests that each measure of inflation provides independent information that can be exploited to yield statistically significantly more accurate forecasts.
The Standard Measures of Consumer Price Inflation: The CPI and the PCE Price Index
While the CPI and the PCE price index both attempt to measure inflation at the consumer level, there are several important differences in their construction. The major differences include the scope of the two indexes, the sources of some of the price data, the weights assigned to the various components, and revisions to the indexes.
The CPI is designed to measure the increase in the typical urban consumer's cost of living. For most items this is measured by the out-of-pocket cost of the item. The only major exception is the cost of owner-occupied housing, which is estimated as the rental equivalent of a comparable house. To calculate the CPI, the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) collects price data in 87 urban areas, surveying approximately 50,000 housing units and approximately 23,000 retail establishments. 4 Prices, including directly associated taxes, are collected for a representative sample of all goods and services purchased for consumption. Prices are not collected for "investment items," such as stocks, bonds, real estate, and life insurance. Since the CPI is released monthly, prices of fuels and a few select items are surveyed each month in all 87 locations, but prices of other goods and services are collected every month in only the three largest urban areas (New York, Los Angeles, and Chicago) and every other month elsewhere.
To determine the CPI for all items, the BLS takes a weighted average of the price levels of the individual items for which it has collected prices. The CPI is a fixed-weight index, with the weights based on what consumers report they buy when responding to the Consumer Expenditure Survey. 5 The weights are fixed for two years until another set of surveys is chosen to determine the basket or combination of goods to be included in the index. Finally, except to update the seasonal adjustment factors, the BLS does not revise the CPI.
The U.S. Department of Commerce's Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) publishes the second standard measure of consumer inflation in the U.S, the price index for personal consumption expenditures (PCE). Like the CPI, the PCE proxies the price level faced by consumers. The PCE index, however, includes many items for which the consumer does not pay directly out of pocket, such as expenditures on medical care paid for by government programs or private insurance and the value of free checking and other financial services provided by financial institutions. About 25 percent of PCE spending is not reflected in the CPI. For those items that are included in both indexes, the PCE generally uses the same price data as the CPI. For items covered by the PCE but not by the CPI or for items that are defined differently in the two indexes, the BEA uses various sources for the price data. For example, the BEA uses the producer price index for the cost of physicians' services, and it imputes the value of financial services for which customers are not charged, such as free checking, by combining data on employment in financial institutions with interest rate revenues net of expenditures.
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Because the components of the two major price indexes are different, the weights on the components in the two indexes are necessarily different. 7 But another reason the weights differ is that the CPI is a fixed-weight index, whereas the PCE price index is a chain-weight index. This means that the CPI is a sum of price components weighted by consumer expenditure shares that are determined in an initial period. The change in the CPI is affected by changes in the prices of individual components. In contrast, the PCE is calculated using weights that change over time as consumers change the relative weight of expenditures on the component goods. Thus, the change in the PCE index is affected not only by the change in the prices of the individual components but also by the change in the relative amount of each good or service that is purchased. Thus, the PCE accounts for substitution between goods due to price changes. Finally, unlike the CPI, which is never revised, the PCE price index undergoes continual revision.
Despite the differences in the two indexes, the inflation rates computed from the CPI and the PCE follow similar patterns. The correlation in the 12-month change in the two indexes from August 1987 to December 2006 is 0.96. On a year-over-year basis, the PCE index generally registers lower inflation than the CPI (Figure 1 8 With the effect of compounding, the CPI increased almost 16 percentage points more than the PCE index over this nearly 20-year period.
Volatility in the CPI and the PCE Price Indexes and the Search for the Underlying Inflation Rate
The CPI is more volatile than the PCE. Between 1987 and December 2006, the standard deviation of the monthly change in the CPI was 0.22 percentage point and in the PCE, it was 0.17. In both cases, the standard deviation is over 80 percent of the average annualized monthly increase, which suggests considerable volatility in the indexes. As pointed out by Stock and Watson (2007) , among others, inflation volatility in the period since 1984 has been lower than in the 1970-1983 period. This is similar to the decline in volatility of many measures of real economic activity since 1984, a period that has been called the "Great Moderation." But as shown in Figure 2 , the volatility of both the CPI and the PCE inflation series has increased since the 1990s. Between August 1987 and July 1997, the standard deviation of the monthly change in the CPI was 0.16 and in the PCE, it was 0.14. Between August 1997
and December 2006, these standard deviations increased to 0.26 for the CPI and 0.20 for the PCE.
Some of the components of the two major inflation indexes are considerably more volatile than the overall indexes themselves. The high volatility of some components might reflect large relative price changes, which are unrelated to trend inflation. If so, total inflation, which includes these components, could give false signals about underlying trend inflation. Food and energy prices are often singled out as especially volatile. But do these components exhibit more volatility?
9 Tables 1a and 1b present the monthly volatility of inflation over the period August 1987 through December 2006 as measured by total CPI, total PCE, their major components, and some special indexes.
In both the CPI and PCE, the energy component has been the most volatile, with a standard deviation more than 10 times higher than the standard deviation of the overall CPI and nearly 14 times higher than the standard deviation of the overall PCE price index. This is consistent with Blinder and Reis's (2005) finding that the real price of oil from 1970 to 2004 has shown no upward trend and that oil-price shocks over this period have tended to reverse themselves. Other highly volatile components include transportation, apparel, and commodities. Food prices, which are often assumed to be especially volatile, 7 are only slightly more volatile than the overall CPI or PCE. 
Eliminating a Consistent Set of Components from the Total Inflation Measures
The major efforts to date for defining a less volatile measure of inflation have concentrated on eliminating certain components from the overall measure that are thought to be particularly volatile. The remaining subset of components is then re-weighted to get a more stable measure of inflation. The most frequently used measures of this type are the CPI less food and energy or the PCE less food and energy.
In fact, these measures are referred to as "core inflation." In December 2006, expenditures on food accounted for 13.9 percent of the expenditures on all items in the CPI bundle and in the PCE bundle.
Expenditures on energy accounted for 8.7 percent of the CPI bundle and 5.5 of the PCE bundle. These items are removed to create the "all items less food and energy" grouping -i.e., core CPI and core PCEwhich accounted for 77.4 percent of the total CPI bundle and 80.7 percent of the PCE bundle.
Deleting volatile components, however, does not necessarily result in an index that is less volatile than the whole because of potentially offsetting co-movements among the components. For example, excluding food and energy from the CPI yields an index with less month-to-month variation than that of the total CPI (exhibiting about 0.54 times as much volatility as the overall index: see Table 1a ). In contrast, excluding only food from the CPI results in an index that shows more volatility than the total CPI, even though food is (slightly) more volatile than the total CPI. 10 Excluding energy alone from the 10 There might be other reasons to omit food prices, e.g., some food prices are regulated prices rather than market prices.
CPI yields an index with slightly less volatility than the core and about half as much volatility as that of the total CPI. These results suggest that in addition to core inflation, looking at inflation less energy might be of interest for those trying to obtain a measure or predictor of underlying inflation.
Looking at more finely disaggregated components of the CPI, Clark (2001) also finds that the CPI less energy is less volatile than the CPI. He argues that it is reasonable not to exclude food prices in a measure of underlying inflation for two reasons. First, inflation in the "food away from home" subcomponent of the CPI is very stable: Clark reports that its volatility from 1967 to 1997 was 3.7 percent (as measured by the standard deviation of annualized monthly changes in the level). Second, the relative importance and the volatility of the "food at home" subcomponent have declined over the past 30 years.
In Section 3 below, we include CPI less energy and PCE less energy as candidates for the best predictors of total inflation.
Eliminating a Changing Set of Components from the Total Inflation Measures
The measures discussed so far eliminate the traditionally more volatile components of the CPI or 
where i is the CPI component, is inflation in that component, and The Cleveland Fed's median CPI and the Dallas Fed's trimmed-mean PCE are available monthly on the respective Reserve Bank's website.
Do Measures of Underlying Inflation Help Predict Total Inflation?
Given the lags in monetary policy's effect on the economy, policymakers need to be forward looking when setting policy. Thus, if any of these measures of underlying inflation is found to be a better predictor of future total inflation, this supports the case for focusing on that measure as a guide for monetary policy. There exists a sizable literature that investigates the prediction of total inflation by various measures of underlying inflation. Cogley (2002) (2004) for recent studies and reviews of the literature. In this paper, we confine ourselves to models that include only inflation variables as predictors.
This choice is supported by the finding of Ang, Bekaert, and Wei (2007) that in the post-1995 period, forecasting models of total inflation that include only past inflation measures have been more accurate than models that also include measures of real economic activity or the structure of interest rates. and Reis investigate the predictability of total CPI inflation using core CPI inflation, we look at the predictability of total CPI inflation using core CPI, CPI less energy, and the Cleveland Fed's weighted median CPI; and we look at the predictability of total PCE inflation using core PCE, PCE less energy, and the Dallas Fed's trimmed-mean PCE; 14 (3) we estimate models that combine CPI and PCE measures of inflation; and (4) we examine the effects of using real-time data on our results.
Like Blinder and Reis (2005) we estimate regressions of the form:
where π t,t+h is the percentage change in the total inflation index, y, between months t and t+h (annualized) and x t-12,t is the percentage change in an inflation index, z, over the past 12 months. That is, 13 In their paper, the most accurate forecasting model for total CPI was a regime-switching model, and the most accurate model for forecasting total PCE was a random walk.
14 We thank the BEA for generously sharing with us the monthly data series of PCE less energy.
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As in Blinder and Reis, we examine the predictability of total inflation over four different forecasting horizons: h = 6 months, 12 months, 24 months, and 36 months, with either the 12-month change in total inflation, the 12-month change in the measure of underlying inflation, or both as the variables on the right-hand side of the forecasting equation.
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The parameters of each of the models are estimated using data from August 1987 to December 1995. We report the root-mean-squared errors (RMSEs) of the out-of sample forecasts for each of the models from January 1996 through December 2006. To evaluate the forecasting accuracy, we also report the Giacomini-White statistic for testing whether there is a statistically significant difference in MSEs between the alternative model and the baseline model, which includes only total inflation on the righthand side of the forecasting equation. This test statistic can be used, since all of our models are estimated using a fixed window (August 1987 to December 1995). In our case, the GW statistic is given by:
where σ 2 is the variance of the difference in the squared forecast errors, which is estimated using the Newey-West method to correct for autocorrelation in the differences in the forecast errors from the competing models. The terms Tables 2a and 2b present the results of our out-of-sample forecasts using measures of total CPI and PCE and various measures of the underlying inflation rate for these two series. The first number in each row represents the out-of sample RMSE of the forecasts. Our results are similar to Blinder and Reis's (2005) in that we find that core CPI inflation is a better predictor of future total CPI inflation than total CPI inflation itself: i.e., we find that the model that uses core CPI as a right-hand-side variable in the forecasting regression leads to smaller out-of-sample RMSEs than the model that uses total CPI as the sole right-hand-side variable. We also find that the model with CPI less energy, and the model with core CPI and total CPI have lower RMSEs than the baseline total inflation model. (See Table 2a , first four rows.) However, the models with the Cleveland Fed's weighted median CPI and the model with the CPI less energy combined with the total CPI have higher RMSEs than the baseline total CPI model for every forecast horizon we tested.
For the PCE, the results were more uniform. All of the alternative models in Table 2b have higher RMSEs than the baseline total PCE inflation model, with one exception: the model containing both core PCE and total PCE for the 12-month forecast horizon had a very similar RMSE to that of the baseline model. Note, though, that a lower RMSE does not guarantee a forecast that is statistically significantly more accurate. The Giacomini-White (GW) statistics presented in Tables 2a and 2b test the accuracy of our alternative forecasting models relative to the baseline models with total inflation alone as right-handside variable. These statistics indicate that for both the CPI and the PCE, forecasts from the baseline total inflation models for the 6-month and 12-month horizons are statistically significantly more accurate (i.e., have significantly lower MSEs) than some of the alternative models at the 5 percent and 10 percent level of significance. Forecasting total CPI using just total CPI statistically significantly outperforms forecasting total CPI with the Cleveland weighted median and total CPI. Forecasting total PCE using just total PCE statistically significantly outperforms forecasting total PCE with the Dallas trimmed-mean and total PCE or forecasting it with PCE less energy and total PCE. Even though these recent candidates for measures of underlying inflation are less volatile than the total inflation measures, they tend to produce statistically less accurate forecasts of the total inflation measures, at least over horizons up to one year.
There is no case in Tables 2a and 2b in which the alternative model produces a statistically significantly more accurate forecast than the baseline total inflation model. In summary, the results reported in Tables 2a and 2b suggest that the commonly used measures of underlying inflation by themselves are not significantly more reliable predictors of their respective total measure than total inflation itself.
Combining Measures from Both the CPI and the PCE to Predict Total Inflation
Another possibility for forecasting total CPI or total PCE inflation is combining these two standard measures or similar components of these measures to forecast each of the total inflation series.
A straightforward way to combine the two standard measures in the forecasting exercise is to include both standard measures or their components in the forecasting equations. A second way to combine CPI or PCE (or their components) is to use a dynamic factor model to estimate the underlying inflation rate reflected in each of the standard series. The latent dynamic factor can then be used to forecast total CPI or total PCE. We compare forecasts using both of these methods with the forecasts derived from our univariate baseline models with total CPI or total PCE as the only right-hand-side variable.
Including Both CPI and PCE Measures in the Forecast Models
Tables 3a and 3b present the results for our models that combine CPI and PCE measures in forecasts of total CPI or total PCE inflation. As shown in Table 3a , for the CPI, the baseline model is never statistically significantly more accurate than any of the alternative models that include measures of both the CPI and the PCE inflation. As shown in Table 3b , for the PCE, the baseline model is statistically significantly more accurate than the alternative model in only one case: the 6-month forecasting model with both standard measures less energy and both total inflation measures as predictors.
Among our alternative models, those models that combine both total CPI and total PCE inflation are more accurate at the 5 or 10 percent level of significance than our baseline models for CPI and PCE.
In summary, including total PCE in the baseline model for the CPI and vice versa significantly improves the accuracy of the baseline forecasting model for each of the standard inflation measures up to a one-year horizon. Thus, the two measures of inflation include independent information that can be exploited to yield statistically significantly better forecasts of each inflation measure.
Dynamic Latent Factor Models
Some recent studies have used large dynamic factor models that include besides price series, real variables, financial variables, and monetary variables and use the estimated dynamic factors to predict future inflation (Cristadoro, et al., 2005, and Amstad and Potter, 2007) . 16 We limit our dynamic factor model to include only the price series because our goal is to investigate forecasting models that use only past changes in the price indexes or their components to forecast total inflation. A recent paper by Reis and Watson (2007) also estimates a common component in many price series, but it differs from our analysis and the other dynamic factor models because the common component is constrained to have an equiproportional effect on all prices. The factor estimated in their model is not designed to help forecast total inflation.
To estimate the underlying rate of inflation, we use a variant of the dynamic factor model developed by Watson (1989, 1991) . The unobserved underlying rate of inflation is assumed to be reflected to varying degrees in the observed measures of inflation (CPI or PCE).
For each of the observed variables, π i , there is a measurement equation:
We assume the unobserved underlying rate of inflation, ρ, follows an AR(2) process:
where, π it = the log difference in the observed price indexes, CPI and PCE, and ρ t = the log difference in the underlying price index, the latent factor estimated in the model.
The error terms u t and ε t are modeled as AR processes of varying length to produce a model that generates a single smooth dynamic factor. We estimate the system of equations (5) and (6) by maximum likelihood using the Kalman filter. In addition to estimating a latent factor for total CPI and total PCE, we use equations (5) and (6) to a estimate latent factor for CPI less food and energy and PCE less food and energy, and a latent factor for CPI less energy and PCE less energy.
To reduce the number of parameters to be estimated, it is common in factor analysis models to use a zero mean of the observed variables (π i ). This eliminates the need to estimate α i and γ in equations (5) and (6). 17 It also produces a latent factor, ρ, with no trend, so we need to reintroduce a trend in the underlying rate after the estimation. We calculate the trend in two ways. First, we set the trend equal to the average change in the CPI measure. This version of the latent factor is used to compare it to the overall CPI. Second, we set the trend equal to the average change in the PCE measure. This version of the latent factor is used to compare it to overall PCE. The use of different trends helps us compare the average change of the latent factor to the change in the respective measured series. It does not, however, affect the forecast accuracy of the latent factor, since the trend in each case is simply a constant rate of change. The models were specified and estimated with data from 1985 to 1995, and the latent factors were then forecasted through 2006. Table 4 shows the estimated yearly inflation rate for the two total series based on the different trends imposed on the latent factor, and the actual inflation rates as given by the BLS and BEA data series.
has an idiosyncratic component. The degree to which any component reflects the underlying rate of inflation is not related to its weight in expenditure surveys. 17 We also scale each of the price series in our latent factor models by dividing by the standard deviation of the log difference over the period used for the estimation. This is not necessary to identify the model, but it scales the data and the parameters and helps in the optimization process. Tables 5a and 5b show the standard deviations of the latent factor inflation rates for the total rates and the total less food and energy and total less energy components. As shown, except for total PCE, the latent factors we have estimated are less volatile than the corresponding CPI or PCE measures.
We use the same forecast models described above to compare the predictive power of this new measure of underlying inflation to the predictive power of total inflation alone (Tables 6a and 6b ). As shown in Table 6a , for the CPI, our latent factor alone and in combination with the total CPI produces a more accurate forecast of total CPI inflation over the 6-month and 12-month time horizons than forecasting using total CPI inflation alone. As shown in Table 6b , for the PCE, the results for the latent factor models were not as positive. Over the 6-month and 12-month horizons, our baseline model forecasts total PCE more accurately than the model with the latent factor alone. 18 Only when the latent factor is combined with total PCE inflation does the alternative model outperform our baseline model (at the 6-month and 12-month horizons). Tables 3a and 3b with those in Table 6a and 6b indicates that including both total CPI and PCE in the forecast models does at least as well in forecasting total inflation over horizons up to one year as does an estimated latent factor based on combining the two standard inflation series.
Comparing the results in

The Effect of Using Real-Time Data for the PCE Forecasts
A forecasting model is only as good as its underlying data, and one problem that could limit the effectiveness of PCE models is that the data often undergo benchmark revisions. (This is not the case for the CPI.) This is problematic for two reasons. First, when testing potential models, we select a sample period for model estimation, usually by splitting our whole sample into two identically sized samples.
The early sample is used for model estimation and the latter for testing forecasting accuracy. If there were significant benchmark revisions of the data, then our model estimation using a revised series does 18 The same is true for the model that includes the latent factor less energy and total PCE inflation for the 6-month horizon.
not resemble the true forecasting experience encountered by policymakers and other forecasters. The model should be built with data known at implementation time. Second, if we used a revised series in our accuracy test, then we are assuming that forecasters know exactly what the final revised data will be during each forecast. But this is incorrect because when forecasts are made in practice, they are based on the data in the hands of the forecaster at the time he makes his forecast, rather than the final revised data.
A 
Forecasting Model
Using the same model formulation and an in-sample range similar to that in our previous exercises, we used the 1996Q2 vintage to construct a PCE inflation series (hereafter referred to as the 1996Q2 PCE inflation vintage) to emulate the data forecasters had available to estimate the forecast model. The in-sample period runs from 1987Q3 to 1996Q1. For a baseline of comparison, we computed a "final revision" series using our most up-to-date vintage of PCE inflation (hereafter referred to as the
2007Q2 PCE inflation vintage).
We 
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where π t,t+h is the percentage change in the PCE index, y, between quarters t and t+h (annualized) and x t-4,t is the percentage change in the PCE index, z, over the past 4 quarters. That is,
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We examine the predictability of total PCE inflation for both vintages over four different Table 7 shows the results for this set of regressions. The real-time PCE forecasting model had larger RMSEs in the 2-, 4-, and 8-quarter forecasting horizons, but had a smaller RMSE than the final data model for the 12-quarter horizon. The Giacomini-White statistic indicates that the final-data model is a statistically significantly more accurate forecasting model than the real-time model for the 2-quarter and 4-quarter horizons (at the 10 percent and 5 percent levels, respectively). Over the other forecasting horizons neither model is statistically better. Thus, revisions to PCE inflation do not necessarily improve forecasting effectiveness; it depends on forecast horizon.
Results
Comparison to Other Results in the Literature
Other papers have examined the forecasting ability of alternative core inflation measures for future total inflation. These include Cogley (2002) , Rich and Steindel (2005) , Clark (2001) , and Smith (2004), among others. The findings differ across the studies, reflecting differences in the inflation measures, forecasting models, and time periods used. In general, researchers find that some type of alternative CPI measure is better at predicting future total CPI than is total CPI, but the particular alternative measure differs across the studies. The PCE has been studied less in the literature, and there does not appear to be a consensus regarding forecast performance.
Cogley (2002) proposes an adaptive measure of core inflation that allows for changes in mean inflation due to changes in policy regimes. This measure is approximated by a simple exponentially smoothed function of inflation. Based on in-sample fit, Cogley concludes that the exponentially smoothed measure is a better predictor of total CPI inflation than the core, median CPI, or trimmed-mean. Rich and Steindel (2005) examine the CPI and the PCE and several alternative measures of each, including exponentially smoothed measures as in Cogley (2002) . Their prediction model, which differs slightly from ours, is:
where h t+ π is the annualized h-quarter-ahead inflation rate with h corresponding to the forecasting horizon, t π is the current annualized quarterly inflation rate, and ALT t π is the current annualized alternative inflation rate. They do not look at total inflation's ability to predict future total inflation as we do (following Blinder and Reis), but they do look at the out-of-sample RMSEs of forecasts of total inflation using various alternative measures of inflation. They do not test whether the difference in RMSEs are statistically significant.
Rich and Steindel find that no single alternative measure of inflation performs better than the rest at predicting future total inflation; the best predictor varies across sample periods and forecasting horizons. Our out-of-sample prediction results for the PCE and its alternatives are consistent with those of Rich and Steindel: there is no clear best performer. But our results for the CPI differ. We find that the CPI less food and energy is a better forecaster of total CPI than is CPI less energy at all forecasting horizons, and we find that both of these are clearly superior to the weighted median CPI. 20 In contrast,
Rich and Steindel find that the weighted median gives the best forecast performance at longer forecast horizons.
Clark (2001) estimates the same model as Rich and Steindel, which differs slightly from ours, using CPI and its less volatile alternatives; he does not study the PCE. He compares the in-sample forecasting performance using regression R-squared goodness-of-fit measures; he does not compute outof-sample RMSEs. 21 He runs regressions using two different sample periods (1967-2000 and 1985-2000) and two forecasting horizons (12 months and 24 months). With the longer sample, he finds that only CPI less energy has statistically significant predictive power of total CPI at the 12-month forecasting horizon.
It is also the best predictor at the 24-month forecasting horizon, but the trimmed-mean CPI and median CPI are also statistically significant predictors at this forecasting horizon. All alternative CPI measures are found to be statistically significant in the shorter sample regressions. The CPI less energy is the best forecaster at the 12-month forecasting horizon, while the median CPI is the best at the 24-month forecasting horizon.
Clark's shorter sample period is closest to the sample period we studied, and our findings are consistent with Clark's in that the in-sample standard error for the 12-month forecasting horizon is the smallest when the CPI less energy is used. However, we find that CPI less energy continues to show the lowest RMSE when the forecasting horizon is extended to 24 months. In contrast, Clark finds that the 20 In addition to using a different forecasting model and sample period, we measure total inflation by the monthly 12-month percentage change, while Rich and Steindel use the quarterly percentage change. 21 Clark does not compare the forecasting performance of the alternative measures with that of total inflation itself.
median CPI is the best in this case. Additionally, Clark's overall results for the short sample suggest that core CPI is the weakest of all the candidates in terms of predictive power; we find that it is the strongest when judged by RMSE.
Smith (2004) evaluates several alternative inflation measures as predictors of both the CPI and the PCE on the basis of out-of-sample RMSEs using monthly data from January 1982 through June 2000.
Among several models, she finds the best performing model is an exponential decay model of the form, π is the annualized h-quarter-ahead inflation rate with h corresponding to the forecasting horizon, x is the alternative inflation rate for the specified month in the past, and the β coefficients sum to one. Smith finds that the median CPI outperforms the CPI, the trimmed-mean CPI, and the core CPI as a predictor of future CPI. 22 She also finds that median PCE outperforms the PCE and the core PCE as a predictor of future PCE.
Conclusions
Policymakers who have an inflation goal might be better off being guided by a measure of inflation that excludes components that exhibit sharp changes in relative prices that are unrelated to changes in underlying inflation. Such a measure might yield better predictions of future total inflation.
There are several potential alternatives for such a measure. Because of the volatility of energy prices, measures that exclude the energy component tend to be less volatile than total inflation measures. The most popular core inflation measure drops both the food and energy components. This actually produces a series that demonstrates slightly more volatility than a measure that omits only the energy components and retains the food components. 22 Smith uses the "research series" for the CPI and core CPI, which is available upon request from the BLS. The research series controls for changes in the methodology used to construct the CPI by computing the pre-January 1998 index using the method that has been in use since January 1998.
We find that since August 1987, core CPI inflation (i.e., total CPI less food and energy) performs better (as indicated by root-mean-squared error) as an out-of-sample predictor of total CPI inflation than the total CPI, and the Cleveland Fed's weighted median CPI; core CPI and the CPI less energy perform nearly equally as well. This suggests that even if policymakers have total CPI inflation in their loss function, they might want to focus on core CPI inflation as an indicator of underlying inflation rather than total CPI inflation over short time horizons. We note, however, that in most cases, the improvement in forecast accuracy is not statistically significant.
Based on our results, we cannot reach a similar conclusion for the PCE, because contrary to what is often posited, and in contrast to the CPI, we find that total PCE inflation outperforms core PCE inflation as a predictor of total PCE inflation (as indicated by RMSEs), although the difference is not statistically significant.
Perhaps not surprisingly, we find that revised data can yield statistically significantly better forecasts than preliminary data. More surprising, we found this to be true at forecast horizons up to one year, but not necessarily at longer forecast horizons.
Importantly, we find that statistically significantly better forecasts are obtained when information from both inflation measures, CPI and PCE, are used when forecasting the other measure. Thus, there is independent information in each measure that can be exploited to yield significantly better forecasts.
Finally, we note that the results on inflation prediction vary considerably across studies, depending on the forecasting model, time period, and measures of inflation used. Thus, we cannot conclude that one particular alternative measure of inflation does a substantially better job at predicting inflation across all time horizons or sample periods. In many cases, the differences in MSEs across our forecasting models were not statistically significant. Combining information from the CPI and PCE seems to hold the most promise of improved forecasts. = + + where π t,t+h is future total inflation over time horizon t to t+h, and x t−12,t is either the 12-month change in core inflation, in total inflation, or both in the multivariate case. The out-of-sample root mean squared errors are those of forecasts from January 1996 through December 2006 generated from forecasts estimated using data from August 1987 through December 1995. = + + where π t,t+h is future total inflation over time horizon t to t+h, and x t−12,t is either the 12-month change in core inflation, in total inflation, or both in the multivariate case. The out-of-sample root mean squared errors are those of forecasts from January 1996 through December 2006 generated from forecasts estimated using data from August 1987 through December 1995. = + + where π t,t+h is future total inflation over time horizon t to t+h, and x t−12,t is either the 12-month change in core inflation, in total inflation, or both in the multivariate case. The out-of-sample root mean squared errors are those of forecasts from January 1996 through December 2006 generated from forecasts estimated using data from August 1987 through December 1995. ** Alternative model is more accurate (i.e., has a significantly lower MSE) than the baseline total inflation model at the 5 percent level of significance. * Alternative model is more accurate than the baseline total inflation model at the 10 percent level of significance. = + + where π t,t+h is future total inflation over time horizon t to t+h, and x t−12,t is either the 12-month change in core inflation, in total inflation, or both in the multivariate case. The out-of-sample root mean squared errors are those of forecasts from January 1996 through December 2006 generated from forecasts estimated using data from August 1987 through December 1995. ** Alternative model is more accurate (i.e., has a significantly lower MSE) than the baseline total inflation model at the 5 percent level of significance. * Alternative model is more accurate than the baseline total inflation model at the 10 percent level of significance. = + + where π t,t+h is future total inflation over time horizon t to t+h, and x t−12,t is either the 12-month change in core inflation, in total inflation, or both in the multivariate case. The out-of-sample root mean squared errors are those of forecasts from January 1996 through December 2006 generated from forecasts estimated using data from August 1987 through December 1995. ** Alternative model is more accurate (i.e., has a significantly lower MSE) than the baseline total inflation model at the 5 percent level of significance. * Alternative model is more accurate than the baseline total inflation model at the 10 percent level of significance. (−0.32) (0.26) † † Model using final data is more accurate (i.e., has a significantly lower MSE) than alternative model using realtime data at 5 percent level of significance.
† Model using final data is more accurate (i.e., has a significantly lower MSE) than alternative model using realtime data at 10 percent level of significance. 
